
Your Questions Answered

Keeping Your School or College Safe 
from The Outside World



Schools, colleges, and universities are commonly located in 
populated areas; villages, towns and cities.  
   
Within the school grounds and classrooms, you keep everything 
well-disciplined, organised and orderly however what happens 
outside your premises is not always within your control.  

External situations are taking place on a regular basis across the 
UK. Situations that may potentially harm pupils, teachers and staff 
should it reach inside your school.  

Keeping incidents isolated and outside of your school is paramount 
to keeping everybody inside safe.  

Safety procedures have become increasingly vital to do just that.

Introduction



We understand ‘what if’ scenarios can be 
difficult to plan for. 

We’ve drawn together our 5 most commonly 
asked questions and concerns raised to help 
you beyond your planning; to have a system 
in place for the unexpected and to keep the 
inside of your school, college or university 
safe and protected against any unwelcome 
events or visitors. 



For over 40 years we’ve performed at the forefront of the communications industry; working with schools and other educational organisations, 
assisting with the unique needs and challenges faced.  We offer expert knowledge, the very latest technology and our passion for the delivery 
of personal service, creating the technical infrastructure for educational organisations that want to make their communications their market 
advantage.

We’re accredited for the sales and support of equipment manufactured by the world’s leading companies.

Our central location in the Midlands, ensures we’re well placed to service customers all over the UK. 

Martyn Phillips, our Technical Director specialises in supporting educational facilities of all sizes across the UK.  With his vast experience 
in working with schools and other educational organisations, Martyn is on hand to advise and support in the delivery of needs-based 
communication solutions.  

We work to help make good schools better at communicating. 

You can find out more about our specialist solutions for education facilities at:
www.midlandcomms.co.uk/education-facilities-communication-solutions

M Phillips
Martyn Phillips
Head of PA and Mass Notification - Midland Communications
martyn.phillips@midlandcomms.co.uk
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Our school is within a quiet, safe area, why do we need a Lockdown System? 

Pupil safety is always a top priority but with the current threat level in the UK at ‘severe’, it is especially pertinent. 

Incidents aren’t always related to crime. An incident or a civil disturbance in the local community may potentially pose a risk to your school and it 
isn’t always people that place your school at risk.  

We’ve heard of incidents from a dangerous dog roaming loose, to an escaped bull which ran through the grounds of a school. 
Both of these incidents led to schools being placed on Lockdown until local authorities had the situation under control. 

We also had the recent email hoax that was issued to hundreds of schools across the UK, many of which were rural or semi-rural schools.  

Potentially harmful environmental issues also need to be considered.  
Nearby fires, causing a smoke plume or gas cloud and risks of air pollution from chemical, biological or radiological contaminants. 

Question 1
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Question 2

We have a school Lockdown Procedure in place but we’re now being told we need a system. 
What is the difference?  

Understanding the distinction between a Lockdown Procedure and a Lockdown System, and how the two should be combined is key. 

Whereas a Lockdown Procedure focusses on establishing a defined series of actions, a Lockdown System will employ a wide variety of 
resources and technologies to greatly improve the communication and access control measures.

The fundamental components of a Lockdown System can be categorised into two main groups - Communication & Access Control.  

!Communication
To provide the most effective, clear 
communication to staff, students, 
visitors, etc. both at the instigation and 
throughout a Lockdown Procedure. 

Access Control
To provide the most secure 

environment for staff, students 
& visitors and to inhibit the access/

egress of any attackers.



Technology can aid you in many ways: 
Benefits of communication and access control

!

Public Address/Audio Systems
Including 100v line, EN54 & IP audio

Bell Timing Systems

Personal Messaging Systems such as text,
email or pop-up notifications

Visual Warning Systems such as digital 
signage, dot matrix displays or beacons

Automatic Activation Systems such as electric 
doors, access control or mag. lock systems

Door Monitoring Systems

Video Door Entry Systems

Wireless Distress Systems such as personal 
distress call devices

CCTV and Surveillance Systems
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Initiate

Trigger notification via the web or a 
phone call using a landline phone, IP 

phone, computer or mobile device 

Notify

Send voice, audio and text 
notification to a variety of personal 
and mass communication devices

Acknowledge

Recipients acknowledge messages 
by replying via their channel and 

device of choice 

Report

Admin runs real-time reports on 
broadcast progress: confirmed, 

unconfirmed, failed 

Mix PA and Mass Notification applications for the ultimate emergency Lockdown solution

If your facility should face an intruder threat or similar crisis situation you need to simplify and automate the emergency protocol as much as 
possible to take into account the pressure or panic that may affect human input.



Question 3

How do we decide what we need in our Lockdown System? 

Systems tend to be bespoke to the needs and requirements of your school.  The size of your school and your individual Lockdown Procedure will 
influence your requirements however there are several common components – within both communication and access controls that you’ll need to 
implement. 

We advise schools to consider any additional increased risk factors and to let us conduct a no obligation site survey. By doing this, you’ll have 
a full picture with regard to any existing communication / security systems and resources already in place which could be utilised as part of the 
system.

Many schools think that their fire alarm can be used to notify en-masse should a situation arise but a fire alarm is traditionally used to evacuate - 
with school Lockdown Systems you need to plan for the opposite - to keep your pupils and staff inside.  

How you choose to communicate with your staff is also a unique preference. You may wish to email or send a text message, silently alerting only 
them so that they can calmly communicate with the children and begin the Lockdown Procedure.

Schools often have elements already in place that can also be integrated. 

You may have a PA system for example, and not only can this be used for mass-communication to your 
pupils, you could easily use this system for events e.g. sports day which many schools hire equipment for 
each year.     
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Each Lockdown System is based on a detailed understanding of your school/campus, during 
which we will consider any existing communication, security systems and resources already in 
place which could be utilised as part of the system.



Question 4

Are these Lockdown Systems future-proof?  Can they be changed and up-dated once installed?   

Yes, you could begin with a basic Public-Address System which would provide your school with school-wide communication.  

Systems are often scalable, which means you can gradually work towards a fully integrated communication, access control and surveillance 
system.  

It is worth finding out at the outset what system would work well within your school and your plan so that you know what the maximum protection 
for your pupils and staff consists of. 

As communication and technology advance even more in the future, you can review your requirements and provisions and adapt if necessary.  
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Question 5

Police have taken safety advice into UK classrooms with the Run, Hide, Tell guidance.  
Is now a good time to introduce even more potentially frightening information to our staff and pupils?  

Absolutely. It is better to plan and to talk to children than to face a potentially dangerous situation unprepared.   

Police are now collaborating with education experts to create animated video and lesson plans which will take terrorism safety advice into the 
classroom for the first time.

As children will watch these videos and receive the lessons within a classroom, one of the first questions children will ask is about the 
environment they are currently sat within – their school.  Teachers need to be prepared to talk to children about how they should behave if a 
potentially dangerous event unfolded within the school premises.

RUN...to a place of safety. This is a far better option than to 
surrender or negotiate. If there’s nowhere to go, then...

HIDE...It’s better to hide than to confront. Remember to turn your 
phone to silent and turn vibrate off. Barricade yourself in if you can. 
Then finally - and only when it is safe to do so...

TELL...the police by dialing 999



Keeping the inside of your school safe…

…also known as a School Lockdown System.

An effective plan to quickly restrict access to movement throughout a building (or area within a building) through 
actions and physical measures in response to an imminent threat whilst communicating in a calm manner. 



More questions?

If you have additional questions or would like more information 

Please don’t hesitate to ask or if you’d like to discuss your bespoke requirements, please get in touch.  

0808 156 7080
enq@midlandcomms.co.uk
www.midlandcomms.co.uk



I didn’t know you did that...

Not everybody knows the full range of services and areas we advise and support on. So, here are some of the areas we specialise in…

Telephony & Unified Comms
Providing Cloud or on-premise office telephone 
systems for single & multi-site offices including 

infrastructure networking. 
We also provide full Contact Centre platforms. 

All systems offer optional Call Recording.

Managed IT & Cloud Solutions
We deliver all IT infrastructure plus Computer 

Hardware & Software solutions, on-site or virtualised, 
standalone or within your integrated communications 
customer service. Fully responsive IT support for fast 

resolution via onsite or remote problem-solving.

Customer Interaction
Advising and implementing a range of business 

Customer Interaction tools and software. We 
help to manage the communication between 
your contact centre and customers across a 

range of multimedia channels including SMS, 
social media, video, and telephone.

 Audio/Video Conferencing
We offer a range of collaboration and 

conferencing solutions for both audio and 
video, including Mitel MiTeam, Skype 

for Business and browser-based video 
conferencing platform Vidyo.

Mass Notification/PA
We deliver bespoke systems to cover internal 

(PA & Paging) and external (Text & Email) Mass 
Notification. We have a dedicated team for PA 

over IP, Voice Evacuation, Fire & Refuge Alarms, 
Induction Loops, Background Music, Sound 
Masking & School Emergency Lockdown.

Vertical Solutions
Whatever sector you’re in, we have a 

diverse range of systems and applications 
to suit. With specialised experience in 

Health, Legal, Hospitality, and Education 
including School Emergency Lockdown.
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